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Wireless headphones for calls Tribit CallElite BTH80 (black)
Tribit CallElite BTH80 wireless call headphones (black)
Are phone calls an integral part of your work? Equip yourself  with practical  wireless headphones for convenient communication at the
office or while driving. They have a 270° adjustable microphone and provide effective noise cancellation, plus they offer a practical mute
button. Another advantage is the ergonomic design and low weight, which translates into comfort of use. 
 
Stable connection
Forget about annoying cables. The Tribit CallElite BTH80 call headphones use Bluetooth 5.0 and a state-of-the-art Qualcomm QCC3020
chip, so you can enjoy maximum freedom of movement, as well as a stable connection with a 10m range. Importantly, you can connect
the headphones to two devices at the same time to make things even easier. 
 
No more noise
Tribit CallElite BTH80 use advanced noise cancellation technology and filter out unwanted background noises with high efficiency. With
them,  you  can  easily  focus  on  your  conversation  even  in  a  noisy  office  or  while  traveling  down  a  busy  street.  Another  asset  of  the
headphones is the adjustable Qualcomm cVc 8.0 microphone - it accurately captures sound, moreover, you can easily adjust its position
to your needs. 
 
Thoughtful design
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To ensure a long operating time, the headphones are equipped with a powerful battery. As a result, you can use them for up to 50 h, and
it  takes only 1.5 h to renew the energy.  Practical  buttons located on the earphone allow you to conveniently adjust  the volume level,
while the lightweight design (70 g) and the use of protein leather translate into high comfort of use.
 
Included
Wireless headphones x1
Charging base x1
USB adapter x1
USB-C charging cable x1
User manual x1
Specyfikacja:
	Brand
	Tribit
	Model
	BTH80
	Transducer
	30 mm
	Frequency response
	20-20 kHz+ 10/-10dB
	Impedance
	32Ω±15%
	Battery capacity
	400 mAh
	Operating time
	50 h
	Charging time
	1,5 h
	Bluetooth version
	5.0
	Range 
	≥10m 
	Audio codecs
	SBC , AAC
	Weight
	70 g
	Color
	Black
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Price:

€ 47.50
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Gaming, Headphones
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